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A study of tagger
NAKURA,…Hideto
　　　For…some…years,… I…have…studied…about…corpus,… for…example,…Brown…Corpus,…Lob…




So,… I…got…a… tagger,…which…can…assign…tags…to…words.…The…name… is…CLAWS,…which…made…
British…National…Corpus…a…corpus…with…tags.…So…I…researched…CLAWS…by…giving…this…tagger…
various…sentences.…I…investigated…how…CLAWS…is…correct…and…when…it…mistakes.…
　　　In…this…article,…first…of…all,…I…explained…the…history…of…taggers.…After…that,…I…researched…
CLAWS…tags,…mainly…nouns…and…verbs.…
